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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT
UNITED STATES,

)
)
Plaintiff-Appellee,
)
)
v.
)
)
JARED LEE LOUGHNER,
)
)
Defendant-Appellant.
)
______________________________ )

U.S.C.A. Nos. 11-10339, 11-10504,
11-10432
U.S.D.C. No. 11CR187-LAB

PETITION FOR REHEARING
AND SUGGESTION FOR
REHEARING EN BANC

I.
INTRODUCTION
When the government seeks to force antipsychotic drugs on an incomptent
pretrial detainee, an individual whom it seeks to restore to competency but whom it
has no pre-existing legal right to treat, an individual whose fair trial rights may be
denied by forcible medication, what must it prove, and to whom? And even if
medication is permissible, what ensures that the medication regimen is and remains
tailored to the purpose for its use? These are the questions presented by this case.
Mr. Loughner is in this situation: he is a pretrial detainee committed to the
Bureau of Prisons psychiatric facility in Springfield, Missouri under 18 U.S.C.
§ 4241(d)(2) (permitting commitment for restoration of competency), where prison
staff make him take a cocktail of psychiatric drugs against his will, steadily increasing
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and changing his dosages. Indeed, only days after submission of this appeal, the
prison increased the amount of risperidone—the antipsychotic in Mr. Loughner’s
pillbox—from 6 mg per day to 7. It then continued two more times to increase the
dosage to his current 9 mg per day dosage, each time in response to observations that
Mr. Loughner was attending to internal stimuli, not to any indication of danger to self
or others.
Forcible administration of antipsychotic medications infringes on a significant
liberty interest and creates the risk of severe and permanent harm. Understanding
this, the Supreme Court in Washington v. Harper, 494 U.S. 210 (1990), required the
government to establish the need for, and medical appropriateness of, such
drugs–even though the government had already obtained the legal right to correct,
rehabilitate, and treat Harper when it convicted him.
Administration of such drugs is not the same as cell searches, strip searches,
or other measures designed to ensure institutional security. The invasion of the
individual’s liberty is so profound and consequential that the due process calculus is
different. And so “the mutual accommodation” that must be reached between
institutional needs and constitutional rights of the detainee, see Bell v. Wolfish, 441
U.S. 520, 546 (1979), when the government proposes to forcibly administer powerful,
mind-altering drugs to a pretrial detainee differs from that permitted when routine
2
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institutional security measures are at issue. This is true even when institutional safety
concerns are raised–and even when medical professionals believe drugs are good for
the individual. And if this is true for a convicted inmate, it is also true for a pretrial
detainee whose fair trial rights are at risk. That is why Riggins v. Nevada suggests
a pretrial detainee cannot be forcibly medicated on dangerousness grounds unless
“medically appropriate and, considering less intrusive alternatives, essential for the
sake of [the detainee’s] own safety or the safety of others,” 504 U.S. 127, 135 (1992).
That is why Sell v. United States, 539 U.S. 166 (2003), imposes robust due process
protections when the government seeks to forcibly medicate to restore competency.
To read the majority opinion, however, one would barely know that
competency restoration is at issue here or that there must be a careful balancing of
institutional concerns against the right to be free from unwanted and potentially
harmful treatment with antipsychotic drugs. The opinion takes pains to avoid Sell’s
holdings and underlying due process analysis.

In contravention of Sell and

subsequent Ninth Circuit cases, the majority places its stamp of approval on a forced
medication decision that: (1) was made by a prison employee, not a court; (2) gives
a blanket authorization to employ forcible treatment with psychiatric drugs without
any limitation on which ones, what dosages, or how long they would be
administered–with no independent periodic review whatsoever; (3) does not consider
3
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the likely duration of treatment and tailor treatment to the temporal scope of the
asserted need; (4) fails to consider whether the drugs’ effects might render a future
trial unfair, and thus defeat the underlying governmental interest in detention and
medication; and (5) improperly confer on the government the right to treat a detainee
for correctional and rehabilitative purposes.
In short, the majority announces a near-total abdication of the courts’
responsibility to safeguard the liberty of detainees to refuse unwanted psychiatric
treatment—so much that it is unwilling even to follow Circuit precedent that medical
appropriateness requires the drugs under consideration and their maximum dosages
to be specified. See 672 F.3d 731, 758-59 (9th Cir. 2012) (opining that “[n]o one
would benefit” from adherence to the specificity requirement set forth in United
States v. Hernandez-Vasquez, 513 F.3d 908 (9th Cir. 2008), and United States v.
Williams, 356 F.3d 1045 (9th Cir. 2004)).
The majority’s unguarded embrace of psychiatric medication over the patient’s
right to refuse it cannot be reconciled with the careful balance of interests struck in
Riggins and Sell—where one of the questions at issue was whether any circumstances
permitted forcible medication for trial competency, see 539 U.S. at 169. The result
is a decision that conflicts with controlling Supreme Court precedent, conflicts with
Hernandez-Vasquez and Williams, as well as the Fourth Circuit’s decision in United
4
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States v. Evans, 404 F.3d 227, 240-42 (4th Cir. 2005), and eviscerates the rights of
detainees to refuse mind-altering and physiologically damaging drugs. The case
should be reheard en banc.
II.
BACKGROUND
A few facts should be highlighted here.

First, the sole purpose of

Mr. Loughner’s present commitment to MCFP Springfield, authorized under 18
U.S.C. § 4241(d)(2), is to attain competency to stand trial. The possibility of a future
trial, in other words, is the only reason the government has detained and committed
him.
Second, without any meaningful judicial review of the decision to forcibly
medicate, other than to determine that BOP’s limited administrative procedures were
followed, Mr. Loughner continues to be forced to take a host of psychiatric drugs in
ever-increasing doses and combinations: risperidone (an antipsychotic); first
lorazepam and now clonazepam (anti-anxiety drugs); first fluoxetine and now
buproprion (antidepressants); and benztropine (an anticholinergic given to counteract
extrapyramidal, Parkinson’s disease-like side effects of the risperidone). ER 547-48.

5
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And, although the dangerousness has abated,1 a single doctor, without any
independent periodic review, has made much more than “minor modifications,” see
672 F.3d at 767, to Mr. Loughner’s medication regimen.
Most notably, the prison has now increased the dosage of risperidone to 9 mg
per day, an amount that substantially increases the likelihood of inducing significant
physiological side effects, and a dose which exceeds the normal adult dosage range.2
This fact is particularly important because it shows that these increases in risperidone
are meant to inch Mr. Loughner closer to trial competency, not to alleviate his
suicidal depression or otherwise palliate suffering. As the treating psychologist
explained, the depressive symptoms that cause Mr. Loughner to be a danger to
himself arise from a coexisting depressive disorder (which is being treated with the

1

Initially, the claimed purpose of the forced medication was to ameliorate the
danger Mr. Loughner posed to others in prison (he threw a plastic chair while alone
in his cell and once spat at his attorney), a justification the government has since
abandoned. Subsequently, the prison has relied on the danger he posed to himself
(incessant pacing, risking infection to his legs, not sleeping, and being suicidal).
2

The majority suggests that Mr. Loughner’s prescription of risperidone, a
second-generation antipyschotic, somehow might lessen judicial concerns about
forced medication. See 672 F.3d at 745 n.10. Not true. As BOP itself acknowledges,
“risperidone is well known to cause EPS . . . in most of the individuals taking doses
higher than 6 mg per day. At the higher dosage levels, risperidone appears to have
a side effect profile much more like [the drugs at issue in Harper] than the other
[second-generation antipsychotics] have.” ER 452-53. This is in addition to
risperidone’s high incidence of causing diabetes.
See id.; see also
www.risperdal.com/prescribing.html
6
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antidepressant), not his schizophrenia (which is being treated with risperidone). See
ER 101, 183, 197-99. The risperidone does nothing to reduce the risk Mr. Loughner
poses to himself. It is meant to make him less incompetent, not less dangerous to
himself—and it may actually worsen his depression.

See ER 183 (Dr. Pietz

explaining that the risperidone helped his thoughts become more rational, enabling
him to feel remorseful about the shootings, which aggravated his depression); see
also DAVID HEALY, THE CREATION OF PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY, 539-40 (2002)
(noting that “[s]enior figures in the field

. . . readily agreed [drug-induced

nervousness and pacing] and the dysphoria [unhappiness or despondency], which
were part and parcel of the effects of neuroleptics on extrapyramidal systems, were
a more frequently occurring and more subjectively distressing problem than tardive
dyskinesia . . . . For many there was little doubt that akathisia led to a toll of suicides
and violence.”). These facts are ignored by the majority opinion, which lumps
together the various drugs as “treatment” without mention of their differing purposes
and effects.
Finally, nine months into involuntary “treatment” with psychiatric drugs that
put Mr. Loughner at substantially increased risk for depression, Parkinson’s-like
tremors which can be permanent (persisting after the termination of the administration
of the drugs), and wreak havoc on his metabolism—no court has ever considered the
7
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propriety of the forced medications in general, or these medications at these doses in
specific, even though a full evidentiary hearing was held by the district court, with
all parties present, at the time it decided to order restoration commitment under
§ 4241(d)(2).3 Nor has any court considered the effect of the government’s actions
on the likelihood that a fair trial can be had in the future—even though this is the only
reason he can be detained and committed.
III.
THE COURT SHOULD GRANT REHEARING EN BANC
The bulk of the majority’s flawed reasoning is exposed in Judge Berzon’s
dissent. See 672 F.3d at 775-800. This petition adds the following points.
A.

SPECIFICITY OF TREATMENT
The majority treats the purpose of psychiatric treatment as one-dimensional and

fails to engage in any serious consideration of what are, in reality, multiple and
sometimes conflicting goals. In doing so, it misses an obvious truth: the different
drugs are being forced on Mr. Loughner for multiple purposes—and thus serve
different governmental interests of varying legitimacy and pose differing degrees of
burden on the individual. Cf. Sell, 539 U.S. at 181 (“The specific kinds of drugs
3

As Judge Berzon explains in detail, “the majority’s conclusion that the
September 28 hearing provided Loughner an adequate opportunity to challenge his
involuntary medication rests on air, nothing more.” 672 F.3d at 798-800.
8
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matter here as elsewhere. Different kinds of antipsychotic drugs may produce
different side effects and enjoy different levels of success.”).

The failure to

acknowledge the differing purposes and effects of any particular drug regimen
underlies the majority’s faulty reasoning.
The most striking instance of this erroneous approach is the majority’s refusal
to follow this Court’s decisions in Hernandez-Vasquez and Williams. HernandezVasquez concerned what showing must be made for an involuntary medication order
to be “medically appropriate.”

It required identification of “(1) the specific

medication or range of medications that the treating physicians are permitted to use
in their treatment of the defendant, (2) the maximum dosages that may be
administered, and (3) the duration of time that involuntary treatment of the defendant
may continue before [review].” 513 F.3d at 916-17. It is hardly a controversial
requirement; a reviewing body could hardly pass judgment on the propriety of a
course of treatment without knowing what the course of treatment would be.
Unsurprisingly, the Fourth Circuit has reached the same conclusion. See United
States v. Evans, 404 F.3d 227, 240 (4th Cir. 2005).
No one seriously claims that the specificity requirement has been satisfied here.
Neither the prison’s administrative process nor the district court has placed any
limitations on the types or quantities of medications BOP staff may force on
9
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Mr. Loughner. In fact, since this case was argued and submitted in November, the
prison has increased his antipsychotic medication to a dose 150 percent of what he
was receiving then.
The majority is unperturbed by the government’s disregard of HernandezVasquez’s “medical appropriateness” requirement. It contends that HernandezVasquez and Williams don’t apply because: (1) no showing of “medical
appropriateness” is required when the government invokes mitigation-of-danger
under Harper as its rationale for forced medication, id.; and (2) Mr. Loughner will
“benefit” from prison employees being granted carte blanche to forcibly medicate
him, 672 F.3d at 758-59. Both reasons are unsound.
First, Harper squarely held that “medical appropriateness” must be established
when the government wishes to forcibly medicate for dangerousness. 494 U.S. at
227; see 672 F.3d at 793 (Berzon, J., dissenting). And Harper condoned medication
only where independent decision-making body “reviews on a regular basis the staff’s
choice of both the type and dosage of drug to be administered, and can order
appropriate changes.” 494 U.S. at 232-33. The majority doesn’t require even
administrative review once the initial decision is made. Instead, it is satisfied that the
prison considered the “then-current” medication regimen, 672 F.3d at 759, and the
district court considered further commitment “in light of [Mr. Loughner’s] existing
10
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treatment,” id. at 766. But these considerations are meaningless for purposes of
assessing medical appropriateness not only because Mr. Loughner’s medication
regimen has actually changed in drastic and potentially dangerous ways, but also
because the majority condones unfettered and unreviewable changes of this sort (and
beyond) with no review whatsoever. See id. at 759 (“Loughner’s treating psychiatrist
. . . must be able to titrate his existing dosages to meet his needs, and to change
medications as necessary”).4 Indeed, the majority goes so far as to say that because
the “purpose” of the medication is to address dangerousness, the prison may do so
“irrespective of whether the medications may cause side effects that interfere with
[Mr. Loughner’s] ability to assist counsel in his defense.” Id. at 769. This is
nonsense. As the dissent explains, the only legal authority for Mr. Loughner’s
pretrial detention at this point, and thus the authority to involuntarily drug him,
depends on the probability that he regains competency and proceedings can go
forward. Id. at 784-85.

4

The majority also takes solace in the fact that the prison’s report claims
“‘[t]here is a documented treatment plan on patient’s chart,’ and the box is checked
indicating Dr. Tomelleri considered and/or reviewed a treatment proposal and
justification.” Id. But what was the “treatment plan,” if any, that Dr. Tomelleri
considered? The majority doesn’t know, and even “arbitrariness” review cannot be
conducted on a completely unknown record.
11
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Harper requires a showing of ongoing medical appropriateness, a showing that
must be made with the specificity required by Hernandez-Vasquez, and that was not
made in this case. The majority attempts to distinguish Hernandez-Vasquez because
that case concerned the government’s trial interests, 672 F.3d at 758-59, but it says
nothing about this Court’s decision in Williams, which concerned a supervised
releasee. Williams required the same sort of specificity that was not provided here,
356 F.3d at 1056, and had nothing to do with trial interests; indeed, the reason the
district court ordered forced medication was to protect the public from the defendant,
a purpose virtually indistinguishable from the prison’s dangerousness rationale here.
See id. at 1057 n.15. Specificity of an ongoing treatment plan must be established
and was not in this case. The majority’s holding directly contravenes Harper,
Williams, and Hernandez-Vasquez, and is also in conflict with the Fourth Circuit’s
decision in Evans.
The majority’s second reason for requiring no specificity is even less
persuasive. In essence, it amounts to the majority’s belief that the mentally ill
detainee’s desire should give ground to the psychiatrist’s decisions. See 672 F.3d at
758 (“Loughner’s complaints may be contrary to his own medical interests.”); id. at
759 (“No one who is being treated for a serious medical conditions would benefit
from a court order that restricted the drugs and dosages permissible; mental illness
12
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cannot always be treated with such specificity.”). This brand of paternalism has no
place in due process jurisprudence. It is exactly what was repeatedly rejected by the
Supreme Court in Harper, Riggins, and Sell, when it made a showing of “medical
appropriateness” a prerequisite to involuntary medication, regardless of whether the
decisionmaker is a court or administrative entity. In any event, such belief in the
infallibility of medical professionals does not justify the two-judge majority’s refusal
to follow binding precedent of this Court and the Supreme Court.
Setting aside its legal deficiencies, the majority’s “doctor knows best” approach
is also deeply flawed as a practical matter because it is founded on an inaccurate,
rosy-hued view of psychiatric treatment. In reality, the benefits to the patients of
commonly prescribed antipsychotic drugs is subject to a great deal of scientific doubt.
See, e.g., Sheldon Gelman, Looking Backward: The Twentieth Century Revolutions
in Psychiatry, Law, and Public Mental Health, 29 Ohio N. Univ. L. Rev. 531, 533-34
(2003) (“[L]ittle evidence indicates that medicated patients . . . enjoy better lifetime
outcomes than patients experienced before drugs, or that medicated patients’ quality
of life has improved. Indeed, some studies suggest that medicated patients fare worse
in both respects.”).

While a drug might tamp down the intrusiveness of

hallucinations, it may well cause severe mental distress, and cause patients to “feel
anxious, uneasy, or tormented” or to “lose will power or initiative,” id. at 535—side
13
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effects that might not be preferable to the hallucinations from the patient’s point of
view.5 What is clear, though, is that drugs, like lobotomies, generally improve the
experience of the clinicians and other psychiatric health care workers by making
unruly patients manageable. Id. at 533 (“Hospital wards with medicated patients
became much calmer and more orderly.”). Whatever interest clinicians might have
in patient management, that interest is administrative in nature, not medical as the
majority contends.
These scientific realities demonstrate that the medical interests of mentally ill
individuals are quite likely to be in tension with the interests of the clinicians who
treat them—a tension entirely overlooked by the majority. See 672 F.3d at 758
(equating the detainee’s interests with “the institution’s best interests”). Indeed, so
great is the tension that the benefits of antipsychotics are often—as here—greatly
exaggerated by clinicians (who may themselves be misled by pharmaceutical
manufacturers). Compare Gelman, supra, at 533 (“Clinicians, ignoring decades of
research results, often exaggerate [the] benefits [against schizophrenic symptoms]”)
with 672 F.3d at 741, 745 n.10 (testimony by government witness Dr. Ballenger); see

5

As Professor Gelman explains, these side effects explain why the class of
drugs to which risperidone belongs were referred to as “major tranquilizers,” touted
at one point as “chemical lobotomies,” and were only renamed “antipsychotics”
relatively recently. Id. at 535, 561-62.
14
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also Katie Thomas, J. & J. Fined $1.2 Billion in Drug Case, The New York Times
(April 11, 2012) (massive civil damages awarded to Arkansas attorney general in
prosecution against manufacturer risperidone for “hiding the risks associated with
Risperdal”).
Moreover, the majority’s refusal to hold the government to the drug-specificity
requirement creates serious and unnecessary risks. On this record, it was unjustifiable
to continuously increase the risperidone—which is being administered in addition to
the antidepressant buproprion—to ameliorate dangerousness, because the danger
Mr. Loughner posed to himself emerges entirely from his depressive disorder, not
schizophrenia. ER 101, 197-99. The failure to require specificity has allowed the
administration of drugs to become unmoored from their purpose. The majority claims
that the government may not change medication for a different purpose such as trial
competency without proceeding under Sell. 672 F.3d at 767. But because the
majority has provided open-ended and unreviewed authorization to treat mental
illness, such protections will never be realized.
B.

RIGHT TO A JUDICIAL DECISION WITH CONSIDERATION OF
THE IMPACT ON FAIR TRIAL RIGHTS
The majority likewise errs in its analysis of the right to judicial consideration

of the medication decision. The bulk of the majority’s analysis is based on the

15
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following reasoning: either Harper or Sell applies, and we pick Harper because the
government’s asserted interest is “the most important factor” in the due process
balancing. See 672 F.3d at 750, 754 (concluding that Harper forecloses the defense’s
procedural arguments concerning forced medication), 766 (same, in the context of the
commitment decision). Using this Harper-not-Sell framework, the majority arrives
at the surprising result that no court need ever consider the propriety of forced
medication during a commitment to restore competency so long as the government
claims the right to medicate for dangerousness. See 672 F.3d at 767.
The majority concedes that Sell identifies the district court as the appropriate
forum to decide whether forcible medication of a pretrial detainee may be justified
by a need to ameliorate danger. Id. at 755. Nevertheless, relying on Harper, it
declares that Loughner has no right to a judicial hearing. But Harper analyzed only
the procedures due a convicted inmate whom the government had the right to treat
and who had no fair trial rights that might be damaged by medication. Identification
of the appropriate procedural protections requires an analysis of the varying interests
at stake, the benefits of additional procedures and the burden of such procedures.
Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 334-35 (1976). Differing interests lead to
differing levels of procedural protections, and examining a defendant with interests

16
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identical to those of Mr. Loughner, the Supreme Court approved judicial, not
administrative, decision-making in Sell. 539 U.S. at 181-83.
The majority’s second argument improperly shoehorns a governmental interest
in rehabilitation into the due process analysis here. It repeatedly relies on the notion
that whenever a detention facility forcibly medicates for dangerousness, its actions
advance the detainee’s “own medical interests.” See 672 F.3d at 766; see also id. at
750, 758. From this premise, the majority arrives at a position where the government
has a freestanding interest in keeping Mr. Loughner “under medical treatment for his
mental illness” that liberates the district court from any duty to evaluate the impact
of forced medication on fair trial rights. Id. at 769.
But the majority got it wrong. The government’s right to detain and medicate
Mr. Loughner arises from its interest in convicting him for the crimes it has charged
him with; unless the government chooses to initiate civil commitment proceedings,
it has no right to hold him and treat him independent of its interest in taking him to
trial. See United States v. Hearst, 563 F.2d 1331, 135 n.11 (9th Cir. 1977) (a prison’s
interest in rehabilitation “applies only to prisoners already convicted of a crime,” not
to pretrial detainees); 18 U.S.C. §§ 4241(d) & 4246. Consideration of the impact of
the medications on fair trial rights was therefore necessary at the time of the district
court’s commitment decision. Accord 672 F.3d at 788-90 (Berzon, J., dissenting).
17
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THE SUBSTANTIVE STANDARD
As a substantive matter, the majority’s decision improperly confers on the

government the right to engage in involuntary, rehabilitative treatment of mentally
ill detainees—a right that it ordinarily lacks absent a criminal conviction. The
majority opinion permits the government to force mind-altering drugs upon detainees
so long as it can identify some possible danger he poses to himself or to others and
pronounce its intervention to be in his “medical interest.” 672 F.3d at 752. The
medical intervention the government chooses, under the opinion’s rule, does not even
need to be directed at the particular danger. See id. (approving prison’s blanket
authorization to forcibly medicate to treat “core manifestations” of the mental illness),
759 (prison psychiatrist “must be able to . . . change medications as necessary”), 76768 (to advance the goal of competency restoration, the prison may change the course
of the medication purportedly administered to mitigate dangerousness). This is
wrong.
The majority’s analysis proceeds from incorrect assumptions about the nature
of “medical interests.” The majority fails to recognize that a person’s medical
interests often change depending on the temporal nature of the goal—whether it is an
immediate need, such as ameliorating danger in temporary detention, or a long-term
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goal, such as rehabilitating convicted criminals.6 Consequently, the opinion creates
a rule that encourages a detention facility holding incompetent pretrial detainees to
come up with a “dangerousness” rationale to justify forced medication when its true
goal is to restore trial competency. See id. at 765-69 (under majority’s rule, a
dangerousness rationale allows the government to bypass making any showing as to
medical appropriateness and fair trial rights under Sell). It also places an
extraordinary amount of unchecked power over detainees’ bodily integrity in the
hands of detention facility employees, and nothing about the majority’s broad rule
declaring the government’s stated purpose to be the “most important factor,” 672 F.3d
at 750, prevents it from being applied to people detained for other reasons.

6

This is true not only of psychiatric interventions, but also in more familiar
medical contexts. A common example is pain management, where different
interventions are appropriate depending on whether the patient is recovering from
surgery or trauma (a short term need) or suffers from a chronic condition that may
make certain medications inappropriate because of their cumulative effects.
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IV.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the petition should be granted and the case reheard
en banc.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Judy Clarke
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